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How to draw straight lines in photoshop with tablet

By Amy Stanbrough If you use Photoshop to edit and retouch photos, you may also need to use her drawing tools to create shapes as simple as an arch. Creating and designing your arc from within the program prevents problems that might have the import of an arc from another program. You can resize
it exactly, avoid white backgrounds, and preserve the color scheme. By saving paths, you can use the arc again for duplicates and patterns. See the Tools palette for an icon similar to the tip of an old-fashioned fountain pen. This is the Pen tool, which can be used to create lines and S shapes in vector
format. To create an arc, create a white canvas the size of a postcard or larger. Select the pen and draw the arc by clicking the pen to create line segments. Hold down shift while you work to keep the lines proportionate and straight. When you need to draw the curved part at the top, click and drag the pen
down to pull up the shape. To delete the long handlebar and move to the next section of the arc, hold down the Alt key and click the pen at the anchor point. The marquee method also produces an arc. Open an empty canvas and select the selection perimeter icon from the toolbar. The selection perimeter
icon is located under the Move tool and looks like a circle or square made of dashed lines. Choose the elliptical or circle-shaped marquee first. Click and drag an elongated oval onto the canvas. This will be the curved top of the arc. Leave the oval on the canvas and select the square selection perimeter
from the toolbar. Aim your hair crossed at the end of the oval, hold down the Shift key, and drag until you reach the end of the oval. When you release the mouse, the two fields will join in an arc. Choose Edit followed by Stroke to outline the arc. Changing lines drawn with the Pen tool requires the Direct
Selection tool. Select it from the Tools palette and use it to open the anchor points in the path. It's hard to use: make sure you click on a line near the anchor point you want to change before clicking on the point itself. Then click and drag the point to the new location. To turn the path into a selection, open
the Paths palette by choosing Paths on the Window menu. Click the path name from the palette (you should be able to recognize it from the shape), and then access the path options by clicking the icon in the right corner of the palette and choosing make selection. Once you have a you can select a base
arc shape, you can change it by saving it as a path. With the selection perimeter active, open the Paths palette and choose create work path by clicking the options icon in the upper-right corner of the Paths palette. Set the tolerance to at least 2 so you can see the path. after you create the path you can
use the options to trace it fill it or convert it back to a Another method is to save the selection as an alpha channel. With the arc selected, open the Channels palette and click the save selection as channel icon, similar to a rectangle with a circle inside. The arc shape will then be listed as an alpha channel,
which you can use as a mask when working with layers, textures, and gradients. If you have a tablet and want to express your creativity, there are many great apps that you can use to spend time doodling or to create a beautiful digital art. If you have a stylus, they are even easier to use, but most of them
only require a firm finger and a good imagination to make something beautiful. This week we're going to have five of the best tablet drawing apps, based on your applications. Earlier in the week, we asked you which tablet drawing apps you used when you felt creative. You responded with some great
nominations, and now we're back to take a look at the top five. Whether you have an iPad or Android tablet, you've probably been tempted to doodle a little bit about it, read moreThe poll is closed and the ratings are counted! To find out who won the first prize, go to our weekly hive five follow-up post to
see and discuss the winner! Whether you just want to doodle on your tablet, or you want to do some quick sketches or ... Read moreSketchbook Express for iOS/Express for Android/Mobile for Android/Pro/Pro for Android (iOS: Free/$4.99, Android: free/$1.99/$4.99)Autodesk Sketchbook series is
available in multiple versions for multiple platforms. and in each of them you get a clean user interface, many tools to bring your ideas to life on your tablet display even if you use the free versions of the app, a complete multi-touch interface that works best with a stylus (but doesn't require one), levels, tons
of brushes, pens and drawing tools, and the ability to cancel and redo, all things you'd expect from a well-built drawing app. If you want more brushes or tools, you can always get more through in-app purchases. When you're done with your masterpiece, you can save it in your gallery or camera roll or
share it with the world. Paper (iOS: free)The card is just iOS, but it made waves for its unique and beautiful approach to a drawing app. Create notebooks based on your date, theme, or anything else you want to draw and set up your work for. You get some basic brushes and colors from the gate, so it's
perfect for idle doodling, but discover the app's true potential pretty quickly when you start playing with watercolors and the app's multiple pen and brush styles. Finally, your work is saved as you sting within the app, but you can always share your photos friends on Twitter, Facebook or Tumblr. Paper is
completely free: all additional brushes, notebooks, features, and tools are available in the app through in-app purchases when you need them, and you can try them before you buy. Procreate Procreate $4.99)Procreate has earned great praise from many of you for being immensely feature-rich, fast, and
full of tools for the price you pay to get it. The app offers hundreds of drawing and illustration tools enclosed in a simplified interface, including 16 levels for your images and the ability to control them all, a wealth of brushes and drawing tools, and the ability to edit those brushes and styles with dozens of
options, 100 undo/remake strokes, auto-save as you draw, all wrapped in a gorgeous UI that makes creativity much more fun. When you're all malnourished, you can save your work to your gallery, or you can even export your image to Adobe Photoshop so you can take control of your desktop. Artrage
(iPhone: $1.99/iPad: $6.99)ArtRage for iPhone and iPad does a great job of bringing long-standing and popular artrage for Mac and Windows to tablet screens. The app combines a natural drawing interface with tons of brushes and other painting and drawing tools that you might be used to using on
canvas or paper. Sure, you have a brush and pen, but you also have a palette knife, a watercolor brush, and the ability to control all those brushes while you work. Select if you're working on canvas or paper, with watercolors, oil, or acrylic paint, even refer to the tape images on the canvas to watch as you
work or draw in pencil. Where other drawing apps walk the line between being an illustration studio combined with a causal doodling tool, Artrage is a serious painting and drawing tool. Don't be fooled by the price tag, it's feature-packed and friendly for both beginners and experienced illustrators. Endless
Design/Free (Android: Free/$4.99)The only candidate in our roundup that is Android only, Infinite Design gives you the tools you need for doodles, create handwritten notes, and draw beautiful and intricate designs on your Android device's display with ease. Infinite Design features an infinitely enlarged
canvas, canvas rotation, and canvas-level effects that you can apply to graphics, and more brushes and drawing tools that you can use to bring your ideas to life. The app lets you draw vector graphics, edit it using multi-touch gestures, and save your work as you draw. When you're done, you can export
your work to your gallery like JPG, PNG, or SMG so you can work with them again later. The app is fast and works just as well for quick sketches and doodles as for meticulous drawings and drawings. If you like Infinite Design, Infinite is also worth a look of the same developer. Now that you've seen the
top five, it's time to vote for the overall winner. Honorable mention this week goes to Sketch Club (iOS: $2.99), which many of you have praised for its price and online gallery filled with user-submitted artwork. Based on the nominations, it's clear that there aren't too many popular drawing apps for Android
Android and tablets again (or at least none with enough momentum to earn your nominations), but we hope that changes soon. Do you have anything to say about the candidates we've lost? Didn't your favorite get enough nominations to be included? Remember, the top five are based on your most
popular nominations from the call for thread contenders since the beginning of the week. Share your thoughts in the comments below. The Hive Five is based on reader nominations. As with most Hive Five posts, if your favorite was left out, it's not because we hate it, it's because it didn't receive the
nominations required in the invitation post for contenders to make the top five. We understand that it's a bit of a popularity contest, but if you have a favorite, we want to hear about it. Do you have a suggestion for Hive Five? Email us on tips+hivefive@lifehacker.com!Photo by Marcus Kwan. We have all
the best drawing tablets for you right here in our comprehensive and updated guide. Since there's a lot out there, we've had a pretty hard time narrowing it down, but we've reduced this list to 15 models that we think are the best purchases you can make right now. From professional models to early
tablets, we've made sure to cover a range of price points and pitched tablets at different skill levels, so there's something here for newbies and professionals. Many different manufacturers produce drawing tablets, catering for different markets. Wacom is one of the leading names in the field of tablet
design, producing great options for both professionals and amateurs. However, it's hardly a monopoly, and those who are budget-conscious would do well to look at the options available from scrappy competitors like XP-Pen and Huion.So there's also the fact that you don't need to use a dedicated
drawing tablet! Many of the more multifunctional tablets can be great to tap into if you get the right apps and the right stylus, and buying something like an iPad or Galaxy Tab can make sure you get a lot more features for your money. We recommended a mix of these two types of tablets in our guide, so
check it out to get an idea of the kind of things that might be right for you. And don't miss our roundup of the best children's drawing tablets even for all the little artists in your life. Best tablet design: Today's best deals Best value for moneyXP-Pen Deco 01: £80 £55 on Amazon Save £25: As drawing tablet
offerings go, they don't come much better than that. Right now you can save 31% on the price of this quality XP-Pen Deco drawing tablet with battery-free stylus! View DealSee best drawing tablets available now Picture: Wacom)For our money, the balance of a huge drawing area, a sublime drawing
experience, a highly sensitive stylus and a cheap price make the Wacom Cintiq 22 the best drawing tablet on the market right now. It comes bundled with the Pen Pro 2, which offers Class 8,192 pressure sensitivity levels and its well-designed screen has an anti-glare surface that provides a satisfactory
level of resistance during drawing. Cheaper alternatives are available from other manufacturers, but this tablet provides wacom quality level at a huge price. Read more: Wacom Cintiq 22 review(Image credit: Apple)Active canvas: 10.32 x 7.74in | Resolution: 2,732 x 2,048 | Pen pressure sensitivity: Not
specified (requires optional Apple Pencil) | Connections: Lightning, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi | Operating system: iPadOS 13.4For higher performanceSuperb displayApple Pencil costs extraCharging copyShortApple has updated its iPad Pro 12.9 exception for 2020, and now this class-leading tablet works better
than ever thanks to its new A12Z Bionic chip with an 8-core graphics engine. Drawing with the Apple Pencil - for which you unfortunately have to pay extra - is a sublime experience and there are plenty of intuitive little touches to make the artist's life easier, such as automatically loading the pencil when
attached to the magnetic stripe at the top of the tablet. The Apple Pencil is also tremendously precise and feels right, with a perfect pressure sensitivity curve for intonation. All this technology is not cheap, of course, but if you have the money for it, the iPad Pro 12.9 is a drawing companion like no other.
(Image credit: Huion) Active canvas: 20.7 x 11.6in | Resolution: 2.5K 2560 x 1440 QHD | Pen pressure sensitivity: 8,192 levels | Connections: HDMI/DP/VGASuper high resolution Response, the display may be more than necessary... and it's expensiveHuion updated its range in 2020 with the new and
slippery kamvas drawing tablet range, and kamvas Pro 24 is top of the range. Despite being priced more reasonably than big-ticket tablets like the iPad Pro 12.9, it has pretty serious specs, with a QHD 1440p display that looks absolutely fantastic. Its colors are pungent, its details are sharp; it's just a joy
to see. The drawing experience on the Kamvas Pro 24 is immensely satisfying thanks to the stylus supplied with 8,192 levels of pressure sensitivity. You have a large and satisfying space to work on and the tablet covers 120% of the sRGB color gamg, capable of displaying 16.7 million colors and
ensuring that your image is always rendered with perfect accuracy. This is, of course, a brand new tablet, so it's generally on sale at full price, and the asking price is pretty heavy. For the same amount you can get multifunctional tablets on our list, so it might be worth asking if you want to release that kind
of money on something that so specialized. However, this is one of the best drawing experiences going on right now. (Image credit: XP-Pen) Active canvas: 13.54 x 7.62in | Resolution: 1,920 x 1,080 | Pen pressure sensitivity: 8,192 levels | Connections: USB-C | Operating system: Windows Windows
macOS Extremely affordable displayAll pen and drawing surface Solida building printSas not includedAll the basics you could want from a pen display are covered by XP-Pen Artist 15.6: a reasonable-sized drawing area, a comfortable pen with many sensitivity levels, and a good screen. You don't get
much attention to detail or the advanced ecosystem of extras provided by Wacom, and the offset between the stylus tip and the screen cursor takes some getting used to, but this remains a pen display that can transform your digital creativity without breaking the bank. Hands down, one of the best budget
drawing tablets, though if the budget is a real problem for you, you might want to consider... (Image credit: Microsoft) Active canvas: 11.25 x 7.5in | Resolution: 3000 x 2000 | Pen pressure sensitivity: 4,096 levels (with Surface Pen) | Connections: Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, USB, USB-C | Operating system:
Windows 10 ProImpressively versatileExplored expansive build quality... Surface Pen costs more One of the latest of Microsoft's impressive laptop/tablet hybrids, Surface Book 3 is clearly a premium product from the moment you bull it out of the box. Its build quality is gorgeous and the display looks
great. Once you add the impressive Surface Pen to the equation (which adds around £100 extra to the company's already not insignificant cost), you have a fantastic drawing tool that will synergly with any Windows workflow you already have in progress. If this isn't enough display for you, there's also a
15-inch version, although that obviously pushes up the price even further. (Image credit: Huion) Active canvas: 10 x 6.25in | Solution: n/a | Pen pressure sensitivity: 8,192 levels | Connections: Micro USB (USB-C adapter included) | Operating system: Windows, macOS or AndroidA extremely affordable
pricesSo you want to see green drawingmno screenNo support for iPhone/iPadThe Huion H610 Pro V2, you may have noticed, is much more convenient than many of the tablets already on this list. With that in mind, you might expect it to be a somewhat cheap, fragile, and unsea serious option, but
Huion creates great tablets, and that's no exception. The big immediately obvious difference is that the H610 Pro V2 doesn't have a screen. To see what you're drawing, you'll need to use USB connections to connect it to your PC, Mac, or Android device. This can take some getting used to, but the design
experience of the H610 is really great, with a highly sensitive surface and a comfortable, battery-free stylus. Your every movement is rendered with incredible precision, and at this price, it is truly commendable. (Credit Wacom) Active canvas: 11.6 x 6.5in | Resolution: 1,920 x 1,080 | Pen pressure



sensitivity: 4,096 levels | Connections: USB-C, HDMI | Operating system: Windows, macOS or Android (some devices)Great in goPeerless goPeerless qualityNo iPhone compatibilityThe latest tablet from Microsoft-ish Drawing AreaWacom, launched at CES 2020, the confusing Wacom One (not to be
confused with previous Wacom Ones) is an excellent and portable 13-inch tablet at an extremely competitive price, no doubt designed to drive users away from cheaper brands like XP-Pen. Its Full HD display offers 72% NTSC color and anti-glare-treated film, and the tablet also comes with small legs to
get up when you're on the go and want to get some ideas quickly. An ideal tablet to slip into your day bag, the Wacom One offers a great drawing experience without costing the land. Read our in-depth review of Wacom One to learn more about what exactly to expect from this device. (Image credit:
Wacom) When you create artwork, you want the space to draw freely and a pen that feels as close as possible to the paper equivalent. You'll find both in the Wacom Intuos Pro Large graphics tablet – it's one of the purest drawing experiences you can get from a digital device. The pen offers over 8,000
levels of pressure sensitivity and a drawing area that, while not the largest available, gives you more than the area of a magazine to play inside. All of this is supported by wacom's extensive ecosystem of alternative pens and texture sheets to give your drawing surface a distinctive feel. Learn more in our
in-depth review of Wacom Intuos Pro. (Image credit: Wacom) Designers typically don't require the range of motion required by illustrators, making this edition smaller than the Wacom Intuos Pro (medium) graphics tablet just the work. In addition to the canvas, eight keyboard shortcuts and a touch ring give
you access to the most used controls and tools, so you don't have to keep flipping your tablet and keyboard while you focus on iteration of a concept. Intuos Pro also supports multi-touch fingertip gestures, making it easy to pan and zoom the current document. (Image credit: Wacom) Active canvas: 6.2 x
3.8in | Pen pressure sensitivity: 8,192 levels | Connections: USB, Bluetooth | Operating system: Windows or macOSExcellent Pro Pen 2Great value for moneySee modifiable texture sheetsYe may have the Pro designation in its name, but the extremely competitive price of the Wacom Intuos Pro Small
means it is the ideal choice for the ambitious beginner with plans to develop their skills. It is light enough to take anywhere, but also durable and solidly built, with all the commands and features of its medium and large siblings. The unbeatable pressure responsiveness of Pro Pen 2 true creative depth,
while the small footprint makes Intuos Pro Small easy to take wherever you need it. Read also: Wacom Intuos Pro Small review (Image credit: Huion)If you're not sure if a drawing board is something you'll use you'll use enough to justify the cost, the second Huion tablet on our list, the H430P, gives you all
the basics without requiring a big investment. The drawing area is small, yes, but the pen is sensitive enough to give you a real sense of the creative benefits that drawing tablets can bring. It may not take long before you get past this tablet, but it is a very convenient way to get started. (Image credit:
Wacom) While not as affordable as some of its XP-Pen and Huion rivals, the Cintiq 16 Creative Pen Display – Wacom's entry-level 2019 tablet – still has a much more attractive price than many of its expert-oriented siblings. In the entry-level market it also has a trick up its sleeve in the form of a Pro Pen
2 stylus, which stands out at 8,192 sensitivity levels, beating many tablets at similar prices. In our Wacom Cintiq 16 review we found a lot to please about this device, especially its gorgeous display that shows all the hallmarks of Wacom quality. It's really encouraging to see Wacom enter the new users'
space, with a price to match, and the Cintiq 16 is a welcome example of a Wacom tablet that doesn't require absolute punches of money to acquire. This is a fantastic entry point for any designer. (Image credit: XP-Pen) XP-Pen's Deco tablets blend style with functionality, and Deco 03 is no exception.
This matte and ultra-elegant black model not only looks good, but also feels good to use, thanks to its well-made pen and generous drawing area. It's also well designed in the workflow sense, with customizable Express keys and a multifunctional dial in the top corner that allows you to set things exactly
the way you want them, so you can spend less time fiddling and more time drawing. Disadvantages? Well, you might be justified in worrying that at 8mm, the Deco 03 is a bit too thin, to the point that a moment of inattention could cause damage to it. If that doesn't bother you, this is a great purchase at a
good price. (Image credit: Wacom) If you're budgeted, MobileStudio Pro 13 offers everything you might want in a tablet. With a choice of Intel Core processors and solid-state drive storage capabilities, it's a 50-in-one Windows computer. But it also benefits from the same technology wacom brings to its
Cintiq pen display range, making MobileStudio a pleasure to draw with. And if you want, you can even connect it to the most powerful PC or mac in your studio with the optional Wacom Link. A 16-in MobileStudio is also available. Read also: Wacom MobileStudio Pro review (Image credit: Samsung)Active
drawing area: 7.65 x 5.04in | Resolution: 2,560 1,600 | Pen pressure sensitivity: 4,096 levels | Connections: USB-C, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi | Operating system: Android 8.0Samsung tablet design same as maApp drawing pen includedSecuring pen boardTo ask for priceIt's always a surprise when you don't have
to pay extra for the stylus and Samsung Galaxy Galaxy S4 comes with its pen already in the box - an extremely welcome touch, especially since this is the most expensive Android tablet ever, at a price on par with the iPad Pro. Despite this, it is still the best purchase compared to the newer S5e released,
which, although cheaper, does not offer pen support. Just like with Samsung's previous tablets, the drawing experience is smooth and satisfying; you'll find yourself slipping away in time. There is a decent range of apps and drawing programs available for Android as well, although iOS still has the slight
advantage in this regard. Samsung's Dex software, designed to emulate a computer desktop, means that the tablet is also useful for overall productivity. A great option for all purposes, although expensive. Find out more in our Samsung Galaxy Tab S4 review. The best accessories for 3D Design
TabletsWacom Pro Pen A third button may not seem like an innovation, but it allows Pro Pen 3D to support panning and zooming in three dimensions, giving 3D artists unreserved navigation at their fingertips. Wacom Inking Pen For that traditional feel, the inked pen allows you to place a sheet of paper
on the Wacom tablet and then draw it with ink, while the tablet captures the movements of the drawing at the same time. The Inking Pen is only for Intuos tablets: it can damage the screen on Cintiqs and MobileStudios.Adonit Jot Pro If the Apple Pencil does not appeal or your iPad is not compatible,
Adonit Jot Pro is a stylish pen that works on any iPad (or Android tablet). The nib, combining a fine-tipped tip with a plastic circle to register on the tablet screen, looks curious but works well in practice. The best drawing tablets: what are the different types? In general, there are three main types of drawing
tablets. Everyone takes a different approach to the central challenge of helping you draw on your Windows or Mac PC as if you were drawing on paper. In terms of drawing tablets, there's everything from high-resolution professional graphic tablets, to portable tablets that cost less than £40 and fit a small
backpack. There's also a growing market for drawing tablets for the little ones, and you can check out our dedicated drawing tablets for kids driving if that's something you're looking for. You want to disconnect a little bit? Check out our best lightboxes for more hands-on creativity. And if you're looking
specifically for a tablet for editing, check out our best photo and video editing tablets. Graphic tablets(Image credit: Wacom)The traditional drawing tablet has a flat, featureless surface on which you draw with a stylus, with the image on a computer monitor. Graphics tablets remain the most affordable
drawing tablet category. Their main disadvantage is the sense of disconnection between the drawing surface and the screen, although most people quickly get used to this. Pen Viewers(Pen Image(Picture) Wacom)Pen displays consist of a flat-screen monitor with a pressure-sensitive surface on which
you draw with a stylus. They don't have the sense of disconnection experienced with graphics tablets, they are more portable and cost more. However, you get a lot of cables between the display and the computer, and the display surfaces don't offer the bite that graphic tablets make. Tablet (image credit:
Apple)Android and iOS devices like Samsung Galaxy Tab and iPad Pro take other drawing tablets in two ways. You don't need another computer: just download an art app and start drawing with your fingertips or a stylus. Also, when you want to use the Creative Cloud suite on your main computer, they
can work as graphics tablets with apps like Astropad. The best drawing tablets: which one should you buy? Right now, we're confident of saying that the best drawing tablet you can ever buy is the Wacom Cintiq 22, which provides wacom's famous quality in a pleasantly large tablet at a surprisingly
affordable price. If you are completely new to this market, it is worth pointing out that there are three different categories to be aware of. Graphics tablets, on which you draw directly with a pressure-sensitive pen stylus, connected to a monitorTablet computer, that can be adapted for drawing with an
appNeed a summary? Here are the best drawing tablets, graphics tablets and tablets right now ... Related articles: articles:
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